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Use the answer sheets provided to document your answers. Staple this cover sheet 
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and 3 hours if you are only taking the SRO portion. 
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/ Date: 06-26-2009 
VEGP NRC SRO Examination Answer Sheet 

Student Name: A 1S.s L...)E iZ- 1<' E-'( 

1. A- 26. B 51. 13 76. 15 
2. b 27. C. 52. 13 77. c.. 

3. B 28. n 53. b 78. A. 
4. ~ 29. b 54. &. 79. 1\ 
5. D 30. e 55. A 80. A; 

6. ~ 31. Q 56. D 81. <:.. 

7. ~ 32. B 57. C. 82. c.... 
8. E 33. A 58. e 83. b 
9. E 34. n 59. b 84. A 

10. ~ 35. A 60. A 85. e 
11. fJ, 36. C 61. b 86. C. 

12. D 37. b 62. C 87. A 

13. C. 38. A 63. C- 88. A 
14. i) 39. b 64. 11 89. b 
15. It 40. A 65. C. 90. L 

16. B 41. j) 66. L.. 91. ~ 

17. }. 42. C. 67. ]J 92. A 
18. ~ 43. R 68. ] 93. A 
19. b 44. ft 69. b 94. IS 
20. D 45. c... 70. C. 95. C. 

21. C 46. c.. 71. C. 96. C. 

22. c.. 47. b 72. D 97. I? 
23. L 48. D 73. f\ 98. E 
24. b 49. B 74. II 99. C. 

25. C 50. ~ 75. ft 100. C-



2 002G2.1.31 I D 
3 003AK2.0S I B 
4 003K6.14 I B 
S 004KS.11 I D 
6 004KS.IS I B 
7 00SK2.031 B 
8 006A4.11 I B 
9 007EA2.06 I B 
10 007Kl.OI I B 
11 008A4.02 I B 
12 008AK2.022 D 
13 008K3.03 I C 
14 009EG2.4.34 I D 
IS 01OK2.04 I A 
16 010K6.01 I B 
17 01IEG2.2.37 I D 
18 012K3.04 I B 
19 013Kl.07 I D 
20 o ISAG2.4.6 I D 
21 0ISK2.01 I C 
22 022Al.02 I C 
23 022AAl.02 I C 
24 02SAKl.OI I D 
2S 026K4.01 I C 
26 027AK3.022 B 
27 028KS.04 I C 
28 029EK2.06 I B 
29 029Kl.OS I D 
30 032AA2.092 C 
31 033Al.OI I B 
32 03SK6.01 I B 
33 039G2.2.2S 2 A 
34 OSIAAl.042 B 
3S OSSEKl.OI I A 
36 OSSK3.01 I C 
37 OS6AA2.39 I D 
38 OS7AAl.04 I A 
39 OS8AA2.01 I D 
40 OS9A3.04 I A 
41 061Al.Ol2 D 
42 061G2.1.7 I C 
43 062AK3.03 I B 
44 062K4.02 I A 
4S 063A2.01 I C 

--4"o--Oll4K"6]f8 2 C 
47 065881031 D 
48 068AG2.4.62 D 
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50 073K5.01 I A 
51 076AZ.OI Z B 
5Z 076A2.0Z I B 
53 076AAZ.03 Z D 
54 077AKZ.04 I A 
55 078A3.01 I A 
56 078GZ.4.31 I D 
57 086A3.01 I C 
58 103Al.OI I C 
59 103A4.03 Z D 
60 GZ.1.8 I A 
61 GZ.I.Z9 I D 
6Z GZ.1.30 I C 
63 O2.Z.13 Z C 
64 GZ.Z.44 I B 
65 GZ.3.11 I C 
66 GZ.3.14 I C 
67 GZ.4.13 I B 
68 GZ.4.341 B 
69 GZ.4.43 I D 
70 WE03EA1.3 I C 
71 WE04EK3.4 I C 
72 WE05EK1.3 Z D 
73 WE06EK3.4 3 A 
74 .WE08EK2.11 B 
75 WE09EKl.Z I A 
76 OZZAAZ.OZ 2 B 
77 027 AG2.1.32 I C 
78 029E02.2.2Z I A 
79 058AA2.03 I A 
80 062AA2.02 I A 
81 WEIIEG2.4.Z I C 
82 003AG2.4.35 I C 
83 028AA2.08 I D 
84 069AG2.4.82 A 
85 WE03EA2.22 C 
86 008A2.07 I C 
87 012G2.4.Z0 I A 
88 013A2.04 I A 
89 059G2.4.32 D 
90 06IAZ.03 I C 
91 055GZ.4.11 2 A 
92 068A2.02 I A 
93 071A2.092 A 
94 G2.1.15 I B 

--95--GZ.,.2.·22 I G 

96 G2.2.38 I C 
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97 
98 

99 
100 

G2.3.4 2 

G2.3.5 1 

G2.4.263 

G2.4.472 
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1. 
Given the following: 

- A turbine runback occurred and the crew has now stabilzed the plant. 

- The UO is making minor turbine adjustments to control RCS Tave. 

- Control Rods are currently in AUTO. 

- Tave is currently 2.8 degrees higher than Tref. 

Which ONE of the following describes the current rod speed and when rod movement 
would stop? 

Current Rod Speed When Rod Motion Stops 
(In steps per minute) (temperature deviation) 

A. 8 steps per minute Tave < 1.0 degrees> Tref 

B. 8 steps per minute Tave < 1.5 degrees> Tref 

C. > 8 steps per minute Tave < 1.0 degrees> Tref 

D. > 8 steps per minute Tave < 1.5 degrees> Tref 
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2. 
Given the following: 

- All RCPs are de-energized. 

Based on RVLlS indication, which ONE of the following RCP hand switch positions 
would lead to a false CORE COOLING CSF status tree condition? 

RCP 1 E handswitches RCP non-1 E handswitches 

A. Open Open 

B. Closed Open 

C. Open Closed 

D. Closed Closed 
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3. 
Given the following: 

- Dropped rod recovery in progress. 

- The OATC initiates rod withdrawal for the affected rod. 

- The ROD CONTROL URGENT FAILURE annunciator illuminates. 

Which ONE of the following completes the following statements? 

This is due to a __ (a). __ failure in the unaffected rod group in the affected 
bank. 

Once rod withdrawal is complete, the OATC should reset the ROD CONTROL 
URGENT FAILURE alarm using the (b), __ 

A. (a) regulation 

(b) ROD CONTROL STARTUP switch 

B. (a) regulation 

(b) ROD CONTROL ALARM RESET switch 

C. (a) multiplexing 

(b) ROD CONTROL STARTUP switch 

D. (a) multiplexing 

(b) ROD CONTROL ALARM RESET switch 
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4. 
Initial conditions: 

- RCS heatup is in progress. 

- Filling and venting of the RCS in progress. 

- The OATC is ready to start the first RCP. 

Which ONE of the following sets of parameters will ALLOW starting of the first RCP in 
accordance with SOP-13003, Reactor Coolant Pumps? 

RCS Pressure (psig) VCT Pressure (psig) Seal Injection Flow (gpm) 

A. 360 17 14 

B. 340 19 10 

C. 320 21 7 

D. 300 15 11 

' ....... 
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5. 
Given the following: 

- AOP-18007-C, "Chemical Volume Control System Malfunction," Section A for "Total 
Loss of Letdown Flow" has been entered. 

- Seal injection flows are as follows: 

RCP # 1 - 8.5 gpm 
RCP # 2 - 9.0 gpm 
RCP # 3 - 8.5 gpm 
RCP # 4 - 9.0 gpm 

- Charging flow is currently - 120 gpm 

- The OATC is reducing charging flow using FIC-0121, Charging Flow Controller while 
maintaining the current seal injection flows using HC-0182, "Seal Water Controller." 

In accordance with 18007-C, which ONE of the following is the required action the 
OATC should take in accordance with 18007-C and the basis for the final charging 
flow rate? 

A. Reduce charging flow to - 35 gpm. 

Prevent Regenerative Heat Exchanger damage due to high th'ermal stresses. 

B. Reduce charging flow to - 45 gpm 

Prevent Regenerative Heat Exchanger damage due to high thermal stresses. 

C. Reduce charging flow to - 35 gpm. 

Prevent an additional high stress thermal cycle on the charging line nozzles. 

D. Reduce charging flow to - 45 gpm. 

Prevent an additional high stress thermal cycle on the charging line nozzles. 
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6. 
Initial conditions: 

- The unit is at 100% power. 

- Control rods are in automatic. 

- Boric Acid Potentiometer is required to be set at 3.69 

- Boric Acid Potentiometer actual setting is 2.69 

Current conditions: 

- An automatic makeup to the VCT occurs. 

Which ONE of the choices completes the following statements? 

To offset the reactivity change from the auto makeup control rods would need to 
be (a), __ 

At EOl, the effects of the Boric Acid Potentiometer setting error causes rods to 
move (b) than at BOL. 

A. (a) INSERTED 

(b) more 

B. (a) INSERTED 

(b) less 

C. (a) WITHDRAWN 

(b) more 

D. (a) WITHDRAWN 

(b) less. 
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7. 
The Unit is in Mode 1. 

Regarding the following valve: 

- RHR PMP-A UPSTREAM SUCTION FROM HOT LEG LOOP 1, 1 HV-8701 B. 

Which ONE of the following CORRECTLY describes the power supply and the normal 
valve status for present plant conditions? 

A. 125V DC Inverter C0115, valve is normally energized. 

B. 125V DC Inverter C0115, valve is normally de-energized. 

C. 125V DC Inverter 00116, valve is normally energized. 

O. 125V DC Inverter 00116, valve is normally de-energized. 
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8. 
The plant is in Mode 5. 

The following annunciator is illuminated and cannot be reset; 

- B COLD OP ACTU VLV HV-8000B NOT FULL OPEN 

Which ONE of the conditions below would require entry into the COPS LCO? 

(Assume all valve lift setpoints are set correctly) 

A. Train A RHR loop suction isolation valves open. 

PORV A handswitch in auto, Train A COPS in ARM. 

B. RHR Train A loop suction isolation valves open. 

PORV B handswitch in auto, Train B COPS in ARM. 

C. RHR Train A and Train B loop suction isolation valves open. 

PORV A handswitch in auto, Train A COPS in BLOCK 

D. RHR Train A and Train B loop suction isolation valves open.· 

PORV B handswitch in auto, Train B COPS in BLOCK. 
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9. 
Initial conditions: 

- The plant is at 100% power 

Current conditions: 

During Reactor Trip Breaker "A" testing, the following indications occur. 

- Reactor Trip Breaker "A" green light is illuminated. 

- Reactor Trip Breaker "B" green light is illuminated. 

- Reactor Trip Bypass Breaker "A" red light is illuminated. 

- Reactor Trip Bypass Breaker "B" has no light indication. 

No operator actions have been taken. 

Which ONE of the following is CORRECT regarding plant status and next required 
operator actions (if any)? 

Plant Status Required Action (if any) 

A. The Reactor is tripped. Check Turbine Tripped. 

B. The Reactor is tripped. . Trip the Reactor using both trip handswitches. 

C. The Reactor is at power. No action is required. 

D. The Reactor is at power. Trip the Reactor using either trip handswitch. 
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10. 
Given the following conditions. 

- PRZR Safety Valve, PSV-8010A, is stuck slightly open. 

- RCS pressure is stable at 1920 psig. 

- PZR Vapor Space Temperature is 630oF. 

- PRT pressure is 35 psig and slowly rising. 

- Containment pressure is 0 psig. 

- PSV-8010A tailpipe temperature is reading - 281 oF. 

Select the correct choice for: 

(a) the tail pipe temperature reading, and 

(b) the expected response of the tailpipe temperature if the safety valve does not close. 

REFERENCE PROVIDED 

A. The tail pipe indication is reading correctly. 

The temperature should rise to - 338oF, then remain stable. 

B. The tail pipe indication is reading correctly. 

The temperature should rise to - 3380 F, then quickly lower to - 212oF. 

C. The tail pipe indication should read - 258oF. 

The temperature should rise to - 328oF, then remain stable. 

D. The tail pipe indication should read - 258oF. 

The temperature should rise to - 3280 F, then quickly lower to - 212°F. 
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11. 
Given the following: 

- Maintenance on CCW Train A is to be performed. 

During draining of the CCW Train A system, drain flow would normally be routed 
to (a), __ 

When CCW Train A fill and vent is performed, an operator should be stationed at the 
CCW Hx vent point and the Control Room should (b), __ 

A. (a) the Radwaste Processing Facility (RPF) for processing and reuse. 

(b) start 2 CCW pumps simultaneously, remain in this configuration after fill & vent 
has been completed. 

B. (a) the Clean Water Sump for disposal to the Waste Water Retention Basins. 

(b) start 2 CCW pumps simultaneously, remain in this configuration after fill & vent 
has been completed. 

C. (a) the Radwaste Processing Facility (RPF) for processing and reuse. 

(b) start 3 CCW pumps simultaneously, reduce to 2 CCW pumps after fill & vent 
has been completed. 

D. (a) the Clean Water Sump for disposal to the Waste Water Retention Basins. 

(b) start 3 CCW pumps simultaneously, reduce to 2 CCW pumps after fill & vent 
has been completed. 
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12. 
Given the following plant conditions: 

- Unit 1 has a stuck open PRZR Code Safety Valve. 
- Appropriate operator response actions have been taken. 
- RCS pressure is stable at 1345 psig 
- Containment temperature is 1600 F 
- Actual PRZR level is 50% 

The effect of RCS pressure at 1345 psig will cause the indicated PRZR level LI-459 to 
read.J2L actual level; the effect of containment temperature at 1600 F tends to make 
the indicated PRZR level read -1QL than actual level. 

A. (a) below (b) lower 

B. (a) below (b) higher 

C. (a) above (b) lower 

D. (a) above (b) higher 

, 

i· .. • " ." 
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13. 
Given the following: 

- The unit is at full power. 

- A loss of ACCW occurs at 1432. 

- The crew has entered AOP-18022-C, "Loss of Auxiliary Component Cooling Water" 
and is attempting to restore ACCW flow. 

- RCP temperatures are below their immediate trip criteria but are slowly rising. 

- RCP seal injection flow is - 9 gpm per RCP. 

Which one of the following correctly describes: 

(a) the MAXIMUM time allowed to trip the RCPs and 

(b) the MINIMUM temperature setpoint for the motor bearing that requires RCP trip. 

A. (a) 1437 (b) 195°F 

B. (a) 1437 (b) 311°F 

C. (a) 1442 (b) 1950 F 

D. (a) 1442 (b) 311°F 
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14. 
Given the following: 

- Small break LOCA in progress. 

- A loss of all offsite power has occurred. 

- DG1 B is tagged out. 

- The SAT is unavailable. 

- The crew transitions to 19012-C, "Post LOCA Cooldown and Depressurization". 

- The step for "Isolate SI Accumulators" is being performed. 

- The UO has been dispatched to energize the SI Accumulator isolation valves 
(HV-BBOBA, B, C, D). 

Which ONE of the following is CORRECT regarding isolation of the SI Accumulators? 

A. All accumulator isolation valves can be energized. 

Close all accumulator isolation valves, leave the valves energized. 

B. All accumulator isolation valves can be energized. 

Close all accumulator isolation valves, then de-energize the valves. 

C. Two accumulator isolation valves cannot be energized. 

Close energized accumulator isolation valves, vent all of the accumulators. 

D. Two accumulator isolation valves cannot be energized. 

Close energized accumulator isolation valves, vent two of the accumulators. 
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15. 
Actual Pressurizer Code Safety Valve position indication can be read on 
the (a) which is I are powered from (b), __ 

A. (a) Plasma Displays A and B 

(b) AY1A and BY1B, 120V AC Vital Instrument Panels 

B. (a) Plasma Displays A and B 

(b) NYR and NYS, 120V AC Regulated Instrument Panels 

C. (a) Main Control Board Panel C 

(b) AY1A and BY1B, 120V AC Vital Instrument Panels 

D. (a) Main Control Board Panel C 

(b) NYR and NYS, 120V AC Regulated Instrument Panels 
. .,~ '. 

. ." . - . -- . 
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16. 
Given the following conditions / events on Unit 1: 

* Reactor power is 100%. 

* PRZR pressure control is selected to 457 / 456 position. 

* PRZR pressure is at 2235 psig. 

* 1 PT -456 fails high. 

Which ONE of the following is the CORRECT plant / system response? 

A. PORV 1 PV-455 opens. 

Both spray valves remain closed and all PRZR heaters will energize. 

Pressure will stabilize near 2185 psig. 

B. PORV 1 PV-456 opens. 

Both spray valves remain closed and all PRZR heaters will energize. 

Pressure will sfabilizenear 2185 psig. 

c. PORV 1 PV-455 opens. 

Both spray valves open and all PRZR heaters turn off. 

Pressure will continue to lower causing a Reactor Trip and Safety Injection. 

D. PORV 1 PV-456 opens. 

Both spray valves open and all PRZR heaters turn off. 

Pressure will continue to lower causing a Reactor Trip and Safety Injection. 
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17. 
Given the following: 

- A DBA LOCA is in progress on Unit 2. 

- ECCS has been aligned for "cold leg recirculation". 

- RHR pump 2A tripped 5 minutes after completing the recirculation alignment. 

- All other components are functioning properly. 

Which ONE of the operator actions would be CORRECT regarding the Safety Injection 
pumps (SIPs) and the Centrifugal Charging pumps (CCPs)? 

A. Immediately stop both SIPs. 

B. Immediately stop both CCPs. 

C. Immediately stop CCP "A" and SIP "A". 

D. Allow all CCPs and SIPs to continue running. 
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18. 
Given the following: 

- A HIGH failure (offscale high) of Pressurizer (PRZR) Pressure Channel PT-457 
has occurred. 

- Immediate Operator Actions of AOP-18001-C for failure of a Pressurizer Pressure 
channel have been taken. 

- NO other actions have been taken. 

Which ONE of the following identifies the MINIMUM additional channels needed to 
cause a: 

a) Reactor Trip 

b) Safety Injection 

Reactor Trip Safety Injection 

A. 1 1 

B. 1 2 

C. 2 1 

D. 2 2 
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19. 
A Turbine Driven Auxiliary Feed Water (TDAFW) Actuation has been generated. 

- HV-51 06, "TDAFW Pump Steam Supply Valve" has stroked open. 

Which ONE of the following conditions is necessary to RESET the TDAFW actuation 
and close HV-5106? 

A. At least ONE Main Feed Water Pump Turbine RESET. 

B. RESET Safety Injection using both QMCB handswitches. 

C. ALL Steam Generator levels above the Low-Low level setpoints. 

D. ATWS Mitigation System Actuation Circuit (AMSAC) signal CLEAR. 
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20. 
Given the following: 

- A loss of all AC power has occurred. 

- The crew is performing 19102, "Loss of All AC Power Recovery With SI Required". 

- Both CCPs are stopped. 

- All RCP Seal Injection Isolations are OPEN (HV-81 03A, B, C, D) 

- RCP seal temperatures are - 4650 F 

Which ONE of the following is the CORRECT mitigation strategy for restoration of 
charging flow and seal injection to cool the RCP seals? 

A. Take HC-0182, Seal Injection Controller to minimum, start a CCP, throttle HC-0182 
to establish a slow cool down rate on the RCP seals. 

B. Close all the HV-8103 valves, start a CCP, slowly throttle open the HV-8103 valves 
one at a time to establish a slow cooldown rate on the RCP seals. 

C. Close the seal injection needle valves, start a CCP, slowly throttle open the seal 
. injection needle valves to establish a slow cooldown rate on the RCP seals. 

D. Close all the HV-81 03 valves, ·start a CCP, perform a controlled cooldown of the 
RCS to cool the RCP seals, RCPs should not be started prior to a status evaluation. 
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21. 
Given the following: 

- The reactor is stable with critical data being taken. 

- The crew is preparing to raise power to the POAH. 

- 1 BY1 B, 120V Vital Instrument bus de-energizes. 

Which ONE of the following describes the effects on the Intermediate Range 
indications and the reason for the indications? 

A. IR N-35, remains energized and indication decreases. 

IR N-36, remains energized and indication decreases. 

B .. IR N-35, remains energized with indication stable. 

IR N-36, remains energized with indication stable. 

C. IR N-35, remains energized and indication decreases. 

IR N-36, will de-energize. 

D. IR N-35, remains energized with indication stable. 

IR N-36, will de-energize. 
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22. 
Which of the following choices correctly identifies the expected equipment condition for 
the initial and current CNMT pressures? Assume no operator actions taken. 

Initial CNMT pressure: 

Ch I - 3.5 psig Ch II - 3.9 psig Ch III - 3.7 psig Ch IV - 3.6 psig 

Current CNMT pressure: 

Ch 1- 21.3 psig Ch 11- 21.7 psig Ch 111- 20.9 psig Ch IV - 22.1 psig 

A. Initial - Containment Cooler Lo Speed QMCS MLSs LIT. 

Current - Containment Spray Pump QMCS handswitch RED lights LIT. 

S. Initial - Containment Cooler Lo Speed QMCS MLSs LIT. 

Current - Containment Spray Pump QMCS handswitch GREEN lights LIT. 

C. Initial - Containment Cooler Lo Speed QMCS MLSs EXTINGUISHED. 

Current - Containment Spray Pump QMCS handswitch RED lights L1J. 

D. Initial - Containment Cooler Lo Speed QMCS MLSs EXTINGUISHED. 

Current - Containment Spray Pump QMCS handswitch GREEN lights LIT. 
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23. 
A failure of a flow transmitter has resulted in the following annunciators: 

- RCP SEAL WATER INJ La FLOW 

- REGEN HX LETDN HI TEMP 

- LETDN HX OUT HI TEMP 

- CHARGING LINE HilLa FLOW 

All other plant parameters are normal. 

Which ONE of the following actions would CORRECTLY mitigate this event? 

A. Throttle open HV-0182 (seal flow control). 

B. Throttle closed HV-0182 (seal flow control). 

C. Throttle open FV-0121 (charging flow control). 

D. Throttle closed FV-0121 (charging flow control). 
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24. 
Given the following conditions: 

- The Reactor was shutdown to Mode 3 conditions 28 days ago. 

- Core reload has just been completed. 

- Unit 1 is in midloop operation. 

- All HL and CL nozzle dams are in place. 

- A total loss of RHR cooling has occurred. 

- RCS temperature was 1 OooF when the loss of cooling event initiated. 

Calculate the amount of time it will take from the loss of RHR until saturated conditions 
are reached in the RCS AND the amount of time until core uncovery occurs. 

REFERENCE PROVIDED 

Time Until Saturated Time Until Core Uncovery 

A. 38 minutes 145 minutes 

B. 38 minutes 
-, ' . 

228 minutes .. " .. ~ -' 

. '. 
C. ·58 minutes 145 minutes 

D. 58 minutes 228 minutes 
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25. 
Which ONE of the following describes the transition process for the Containment 
Spray system from the injection flow path to the recirculation flow path after a LOCA? 

A. At the RWST LO-LO Level of 29%, the operator manually realigns the flow path. 

B. At the RWST LO-LO Level of 29%, the flow path semi-automatically realigns. 

C. At the RWST EMPTY level of 8%, the operator manually realigns the flow path. 

D. At the RWST EMPTY level of 8%, the flow path semi-automatically realigns. 
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26. 
Initial conditions: 

- 457 1 456 position selected for PRZR pressure control. 

- All channels are reading 2235 psig. 

Current conditions: 

- PT-455(Ch I) 
2190 psig 

PT-456(Ch II) 
2190 psig 

PT-457(Ch III) 
Offscale High 

PT-458(Ch IV) 
2285 psig 

- Immediate actions to stabilize PRZR pressure have been completed. 

- AOP 18001-C, section C for PRZR Pressure Instrumentation, is in effect. 

- The step to select controlling channels and recorders is being performed. 

Which ONE of the following would be the CORRECT controlling channels to choose 
and the reason why? 

Channel Selection Reason for Channel Selection 

A. 455/456 Defeat input to the Reactor Protection System. 

B. 455/456 Swap to operable control channEll. inputs. 

C. 455/458 Defeat input to the Reactor Protection System. 

D. 455/458 Swap to operable control channel inputs. 
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27. 
Given the following: 

- CNMT H2 concentration has remained> 4% following a LOCA. 

- An SO has been dispatched for local operation of 1-1508-U4-012, "POST LOCA 
PURGE CTB ISO VALVE". 

In accordance with SOP 13130-1, Post-Accident Hydrogen Control", to protect the SO 
from radiation exposure, which one of the following correctly describes: 

The proper sequence of actions and the location where the SO will manipulate the 
local valve? 

A. First action - UO opens the Post LOCA valves on HVAC panel. 

Next action - SO opens the valve on the Equipment Building roof. 

B. First action - UO opens the Post LOCA valves on HVAC panel. 

Next action - SO opens the valve in the Equipment Building ground level. 

C .. First action - SO opens the valve on the Equipment Building roof. 
o • • ' • 

• >, ." '. . .". ~ • -

Next action - HO opens the Post LOCA valves ori HVAC panel. 

D. First action - SO opens the valve in the Equipment Building ground level. 

Next action - UO opens the Post LOCA valves on HVAC panel. 
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28. 
Given the following conditions: 

- Both Reactor Trip Breaker red lights are illuminated. 

- Both Reactor Trip Breaker green lights are extinguished. 

- The OATC momentarily places the reactor trip handswitch in the TRIP position 
and Reactor Trip Breaker indications DO NOT CHANGE. 

Which of the following choices describes the actions that should have occurred when 
the OATC placed the handswitch to TRIP? 

A. The Undervoltage coils energized. 

The Shunt coils energized. 

B. The Undervoltage coils de-energized. 

The Shunt coils energized. 

C. The Undervolt~ge coils eriergized.- . - . :.;:.." 

. The Shunt coils de-energized. 

D. The Undervoltage coils de-energized. 

The Shunt coils de-energized. 
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29. 
Given the following: 

- The unit is at 100% power. 

- CNMT pressure is 0.2 psig. 

- CNMT Mini-Purge is in service for respirable air quality control. 

- A Safety Injection occurs. 

Which one of the following is correct regarding the Containment Purge System damper 
status prior to the SI and the signal that will close the dampers? 

A. Only the Mini-Purge exhaust dampers were open. 

The dampers would receive a direct auto close signal from CIA. 

B. Only the Mini-Purge exhaust dampers were open. 

The dampers would receive a direct auto close signal from CVI. 

C. The Mini-Purge exhaust and supply dampers were open. 

The dampers would receive a direct auto close signal from CIA. 

D. The Mini-Purge exhaust and supply dampers were open. 

The dampers would receive a direct auto close signal from CVI. 
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30. 
Given the following conditions: 

- Unit 1 core reload is in progress. 

- Source Ranges N-31 and N-32 are reading significantly different. 

- I & C determines the power supply for detector N-31 has failed high. 

- N-32 is selected for Audio Count Rate in Containment and Control Room. 

Due to this power supply failure, N-31 is reading, __ (a), __ than it should. 

The Operator At The Controls is (b), __ 

A. (a) lower (b) required to suspend core alterations 

B. (a) lower (b) not required to suspend core alterations 

C. (b) higher (b) required to suspend core alterations 

D. (b) higher (b) not required to suspend core alterations 

"! .• 
.' :' ~"; 
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31. 
Unit 2 Refueling Outage is in progress: 

- Fuel shuffle is in progress in the Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) with the gate to the 
Containment currently closed. 

- SPENT FUEL PIT LOW LEVEL annunciator illuminates in Control Room. 

- SFP level lowers to 22 feet 10 inches above the fuel due to a leak 

- The SS has directed a makeup to the SFP in accordance with SOP-13719-2, "Spent 
Fuel Pool Cooling and Purification System". 

Which ONE of the following describes whether SFP level is above or below the Tech 
Spec limit, and the source of makeup for this condition, in accordance with 
SOP-13719-2. 

SFP level is ... 

A. BELOW the minimum required by Technical Specifications. 

Makeup from the Demin Water Storage Tank (DWST). 
. "," -.-

. B. BELDW the minimum required by Technical Specifications. 
:~."':-:'.~-

Makeup from the Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST). 

C. ABOVE the minimum required by Technical Specifications. 

Makeup from the Demin Water Storage Tank (DWST). 

D. ABOVE the minimum required by Technical Specifications. 

Makeup from the Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST). 
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32. 
Given the following: 

- The unit is at 100% power. 

- Loop # 3 Inboard MSIV (HV-3016A) goes fully closed. 

Given this condition AND before manual or automatic operation of any other system. 

- Loop # 2 SG steam FLOW would (a) and 

- Loop # 3 SG LEVEL initially would rapidly (b) __ 

A. (a) rise (b) rise 

B. (a) rise (b) lower 

C. (a) lower (b) rise 

D. (a) lower (b) lower 
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33. 
Which one of the following choices for the SG code safeties: 

(a) lists all the correct lift setpoints (psig), and 

(b) describes the technical specification bases for these valves? 

A. (a) 1185,1200,1210,1220,1235. 

(b) limits secondary pressure to .:::. 110% design pressure during a full power 
turbine trip without steam dump. 

B. (a) 1185, 1200, 1215, 1225, 1235. 

(b) limits secondary pressure to .:::. 110% design pressure during a full power 
turbine trip without steam dump. 

C. (a) 1185, 1200, 1210, 1220, 1235. 

(b) provide an alternate method for cooling the unit to RHR entry conditions 
whenever the preferred heat sink via the steam dumps to the condenser is 
unavailable. 

D. (a) 1185, 1200, 1215, 1225,1235. 

(b) provide an alternate method for cooling the unit to RHR entry conditions 
whenever the preferred heat sink via the steam dumps to the condenser is 
unavailable. 
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34. 
A rapid power reduction per AOP 18013-C was completed to stabilize condenser 
vacuum. Rods were inserted below the rod insertion limit (RIL) during the power 
reduction. An Emergency Boration is in progress and the OATC is withdrawing rods to 
restore rods above the RIL. 

Which ONE of the following is CORRECT regarding: 

a) whether SS permission is required for Control Rod insertion during the down power? 

and 

b) when Emergency Boration may be terminated? 

Control Rod Insertion Emergency Soration Termination 

A. SS permission is NOT required. When Rod Bank LO Limit alarm clears. 

B. SS permission is NOT required. When Rod Bank LO-LO Limit alarm clears. 

C. SS permission IS required. When Rod Bank LO Limit alarm clears. 

D. SS permission IS required. When Rod Bank LO-LO Limit alarm clears. 
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35. 
Given the following: 

- At 1330 hours a Loss of All AC Power occurred. 

- Restoration of AC power is not anticipated until 1730 hours. 

Which ONE of the following describes the CORRECT action required by 191 OO-C, 
"Loss of All AC Power" as 1 E bus battery voltage decays over time and why? 

A. When voltage < 105 VDC, open the battery breaker after its inverters are shutdown. 

To prevent damaging the battery cells due to cell reversal. 

B. When voltage < 120 VDC, open the battery breaker after its inverters are shutdown. 

To prevent damaging the battery cells due to cell reversal. 

C. When voltage < 105 VDC, open the battery breaker after its inverters are shutdown. 

To prevent a possible explosion due to excessive hydrogen production. 

D. When voltage < 120 VDC, open the battery breaker after its inverters are shutdown .. 
.. " 

To prevent a possible explosion due to excessive hydrogen production. 
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36. 
Given the following: 

- The unit is at 100% power. 

- The loop seal between stages on the in-service SJAE has been lost. 

Which ONE of the following is CORRECT regarding the effect of losing the SJAE loop 
seal on Main Condenser pressure and Main Turbine MW Output? 

Main Condenser Pressure (psia) Main Turbine MW Output 

A. Rises Rises 

B. Lowers Rises 

C. Rises Lowers 

D. Lowers Lowers 
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37. 
Initial Conditions: 

- Safety Injection occurs due to an RCS LOCA 
- Train "A" SI has been reset 
- Train "8" SI is still actuated 
- 80th SI pumps are injecting 

Current conditions: 

- A loss of both RATs occurs 
- 80th DG's re-energize their respective busses 

Which ONE of the following would be CORRECT regarding the SI pumps flow and amp 
responses? 

A. SIP "A" - flow and amps lower, then return to previous values automatically. 

SIP "8" - flow and amps lower, then return to previous values automatically. 

8. SIP "A" - flow and amps lower, then have to be manually restored. 

SIP "8" - flow and amps lower, then have to be manually restored. 

C. SIP "A" - flow and amps lower, then return to previous values automatically. 

SIP "8" - flow and amps lower, then have to be manually restored. 

D. SIP "A" - flow and amps lower, then have to be manually restored. 

SIP "8" - flow and amps lower, then return to previous values automatically. 
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38. 
Given the following: 

- The Unit is at 70% power. 

- VCT level is at 46%. 

- A loss of a 120VAC Essential bus has occurred. 

- VCT auto makeup immediately starts on the bus failure. 

Which ONE of the following CORRECTLY describes ... 

a) The VCT level channel failure. 

b) The effects on VCT auto swapover capability. 

A. a) L T-112 (VCT level) fails LOW. 

b) VCT auto swapover will occur on actual VCT 10-10 level. 

B. a) L T -185 (VCT level) fails LOW. 

b) VCT auto-swapover will occur on actual VCT 10-10 level. 

C. a) LT-112 (VCT level) fails HIGH. 

b) VCT auto swapover will NOT occur on actual VCT 10-10 level. 

D. a) LT-185 (VCT Level) fails HIGH. 

b) VCT auto swapover will NOT occur on actual VCT 10-10 level. 
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39. 
The plant is 100% power, all systems in normal alignment. 

- ALB04, window D04 for BAT CHARGERS 1 CD1 CA 1 CD1 CB TROUBLE illuminates. 

- 1 CD1 B battery amperage reading is 0 amps 

- Channel III TSLB status lights are extinguished. 

Which ONE of the following is CORRECT regarding the 125V DC bus 1 CD1 status? 

A. One battery charger tripped the battery is supplying 1 CD1 

B. Both battery chargers tripped the battery is supplying 1 CD1 

C. Both battery chargers tripped 1 CD1 is completely de-energized 

D. One battery charger tripped 1 CD1 is supplied by the other charger 
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40. 
Given the following: 

- The unit is at 90% power. 

- All Main Feedwater (MFW) system controls in AUTO. 

- A low failure of PT-508 (Feedwater Header Pressure) occurs. 

Both MFPT speeds should (a) due to the ._-,--(b) __ 

A. (a) raise 

(b) lower indicated delta P 

B. (a) raise 

(b) higher indicated delta P 

C. (a) lower 

(b) lower indicated delta P 

. D. (a) lower 

(b) higher indicated delta P 
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41. 
Initial conditions: 

- MFPT "A" is operating. 

- MFPT "B" is tripped. 

- All SG levels are stable, AFW flows to all SG's are - 225 gpm 

- The following annunciator window is extinguished. 

- ALB16, window F05 "AFW AUTO START MFPT TRIP RL Y CNTL PWR LOSS" 

Current conditions: 

- The UO manually trips MFPT "A". 

Which ONE of the following is the CORRECT plant response and actions to take? 

A. AFW flows remain as is, SG levels remain stable. 

Reset MFPT "A", restart MFPT "A". 

B. AFW flows remain as is, SG levels remain stable. 

Reset MFPT "8", startup MFPT "B". 

C. AFW flows increase, SG levels begin to rise. 

Throttle AFW valves closed before they fully open. 

D. AFW flows increase, SG levels begin to rise. 

Allow AFW valves to stroke fully open, then throttle. 
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42. 
The unit is at 100% power when a Reserve Auxiliary Transformer (RAT) switcher trips 
open. Reactor power rises above 100%. 

Auxiliary Feedwater flow indications are: 

- SG # 1 - 650 gpm SG # 2 - 350 gpm SG # 3 - 350 gpm SG # 4 - 650 gpm 

The sequence of actions the UO should take in AOP-18031, "Loss of Class 1 E 
Electrical Systems" is to ... 

A. Reduce Turbine load to reduce Reactor power to .:: 100%. 

Then throttle TDAFW speed and MDAFW pump "A" discharge valves. 

8. Reduce Turbine load to reduce Reactor power to .:: 100%. 

Then throttle TDAFW speed and MDAFW pump "8" discharge valves. 

C. Throttle TDAFW speed and MDAFW pump "A" discharge valves. 

Then reduce Turbine load to reduce Reactor.power to.:: 100%.' 
. ' -.: ~-'::;'2--:::;:""- .~._ 

...... :"'. 

D. Throttle TDAFW speed and MDAFW pump "8" discharge valves. 

Then reduce Turbine load to reduce Reactor power to.:: 100%. 
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43. 
Given the following: 

- Loss of All AC power occurs, 191 DD-C, "Loss of All AC Power" is in effect. 

- Power is restored to AAD2 via DG1A. 

Which ONE of the following is the CORRECT action regarding restoration of the 
NSCW system to service? 

A. Verify NSCW discharge valves go closed to prevent water hammer. 

Manually start 2 pumps. 

B. Verify NSCW discharge valves go closed to prevent water hammer. 

Verify 2 pumps start automatically. 

C. Verify NSCW discharge valves are open to prevent high starting currents. 

Manually start 2 pumps. 

D. - Verify NSCW discharge valves are open to prevent hrgh st~lI:ting currents 

Verify 2 pumps start automatically. 
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44. 
The "Maintenance / Normal" switch located on the QEAB for a 4160V AC bus has 
been placed in the "Maintenance" position to support bus inspection. 

When placed in the "Maintenance" position, this switch ... 

A. bypasses the time delay on the overcurrent trips on the bus supply breakers. 

B. bypasses the time delay on the overcurrent trips on the bus load breakers. 

C. bypasses the instantaneous overcurrent trips on the bus supply breakers. 

D. bypasses the instantaneous overcurrent trips on the bus load breakers. 
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45. 
The plant is in Mode 3 controlling Tave with the ARVs when 125V DC panel1AD1 
de-energizes due to a ground fault. Loop 4 ARV was - 10% open. 

Regarding operation of the ARV, list: 

(a) the failure mode on loss of DC power, and 

(b) where the ARV can be operated. 

A. (a) as is 

(b) locally using the hand pump station 

B. (a) as is 

(b) from Shutdown Panel A 

C. (a) closed 

(b) locally using the hand pump station 

D. (a) closed 

(b) from Shutdown Panel A 
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46. 
The plant is in Mode 1. 

A leak has developed in the DG1A Fuel Oil Storage Tank (FOST). The FOST level 
decrease is noted by the following times. 

- at 1730 level is 90.9% (78,200 gallons) 

- at 1745 level is 86.9% (74,800 gallons) 

- at 1800 level is 82.9% (71,350 gallons) 

- at 1815 level is 78.9% (67,900 gallons) 

- at 1830 level is 74.9% (64,500 gallons) 

Which ONE of the following is the EARLIEST discovery time that DG1A is inoperable in 
accordance with Technical Specifications? 

A. 1745 

B. 1800 

C. 1815 

D. 1830 
" 
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47. 
Given the following initial conditions: 

- The unit is at 340oF, RCS cooldown in progress. 

- RHR Train A is in the shutdown cooling mode. 

- A loss of instrument air occurs. 

- The RHR system AOVs all go to the failure mode for loss of air. 

Current conditions: 

- Instrument air has been restored. 

- No Control Room or local actions have been performed for RHR. 

Which ONE of the following is CORRECT regarding: 

- RCS cooldown rate response after instrument air is restored. 

- RHR system flow rate response after instrument air is restored. 

RCS cool down rate RHR system flow rate .. 
~".--' 

A. raises raises 

B. raises lowers 

C. lowers raises 

D. lowers lowers 
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48. 
Unit 1 Control Room has been evacuated due to a fire. 

- 18038-1, "Operation From Remote Shutdown Panels" is in effect. 

- Two ARVs have been placed in the "Fire Emergency" mode of operation. 

Which ONE of the following are the fire event qualified ARVs and the method to 
control RCS temperature in the Fire Emergency mode? 

A. ARVs # 1 and # 4 are fire event qualified. 

Using the auto-manual controllers located on the front of the shutdown panels. 

B. ARVs # 2 and # 3 are fire event qualified. 

Using the auto-manual controllers located on the front of the shutdown panels. 

C. ARVs # 1 and # 4 are fire event qualified. 

Using a 4 to 20 mA current source connected with banana jacks inside the panels. 

D. ARVs # 2 and # 3 are fire· event qualified. 

Using a 4 to 20 mA current source connected with banana jacks inside the panels. 
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49. 
A gaseous release is in progress in accordance with SOP-13202, "Gaseous Releases". 

Considering the following events which occur during the release, determine if the 
release would be allowed to continue or require termination for each of the following: 

a) A-RE-0014 Radiation Monitor fails low 

b) precipitation (rain, snow, sleet, etc.) is occuring. 

A. a) terminate the release. 

b) terminate the release. 

B. a) terminate the release. 

b) continue the release. 

C. a) continue the release. 

b) terminate the release . 

D. . a) continue the release. 

b) continue the release. 
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50. 
Given the following: 

- A rapid power reduction (> 15% in 1 hour) is in progress to comply with the actions 
of AOP-18009-C, a "Steam Generator Tube Leakage". 

- Radiation is indicated on RE-0724 Steam Line monitor. 

Which ONE of the following is CORRECT regarding: 

- when RE-0724 would indicate a Steam Generator Tube leak 

- the source of radiation detected. 

A. only when the reactor is at power. 

N-16 

B. only when the reactor is at power. 

1-131 

C. ,any time the SJAEis in service. 

N-16 

D. any time the SJAE is in service. 

1-131 
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51. 
Given the following: 

- The plant is at 100% power. 

- NSCW Train B tagged out for repair. 

- NSCW Train A pump # 3 trips. 

- NSCW Train A pump # 5 cannot be started. 

- AOP-18021-C, "Loss of Nuclear Service Cooling Water" has been entered. 

- No other operator actions have been taken. 

Which ONE of the following is the CORRECT crew action(s)? 

A. Place all Train A NSCW pumps in PTL, Emergency Trip DG1A. 

Shutdown to Mode 3 per UOP-12004-C, "Power Operations" within 72 hours. 

B .. Place all Train A NSCW pump~ in PTl, Emergency Trip DG1A. 

Trip the Reactor and go to E-O, .align NSCW Train A for single pump operations. 

C. Allow NSCW Pump # 1 to continue running, DG1A should be left in AUTO. 

Shutdown to Mode 3 per UOP-12004-C, "Power Operations" within 72 hours. 

D. Allow NSCW Pump # 1 to continue running, DG1A should be left in AUTO. 

Trip the Reactor and go to E-O, align NSCW Train A for single pump operations. 
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52 .. 
The plant is at 100% power. 

- RHR pump A is running for an 1ST surveillance. 

- CCP "A" is running. 

The following annunciator illuminates on the QMCB. 

- NSCW TRAIN A LO HDR PRESS 

- Various other Train A NSCW low flow annunciators illuminate. 

Approximately 10 seconds later the UO notes the following: 

- 3 NSCW pumps on Train A red lights are illuminated. 

- NSCW Train A return flow is 0 gpm. 

- NSCW Train A supply flow is significantly higher than 17,500 gpm. 

Which ONE of the following is the CORRECT initiating event and next action to take? 

Initiating Event Next action 

A. Pump sheared shaft Stop' one OT the running. TrainA NSCW pump.s, 

S. Catastrophic break Place all NSCW Train A pump handwitches in PTL. 

C. Catastrophic break Stop RHR pump A and CCP A, then isolate letdown. 

D. Pump sheared shaft Verify the 3rd Train A NSCW pump discharge valve opens. 
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53. 
Following a controlled unit shutdown for a refueling outage, degassification of the RCS 
is in progress via chemical addition. 

Shortly following the chemical addition, a crud burst occurs as expected. 

Which ONE of the following radiation monitors would be expected to alarm? 

A. RE-0005, Containment - High Range 

B. RE-0007A, Rad Chem Lab 

C. RE-00011, Seal Table Room 

D. RE-48000, CVCS Letdown 

.... - . 
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54. 
Given the following initial conditions: 

- The unit is at 100% power. 

- DG1A is paralleled to the grid for surveillance testing at 6500 kW. 

Current condtions: 

- AOP-18017-C, "Abnormal Grid Disturbances/Loss of Grid" section A has been 
entered. 

- Grid frequency has lowered below 60 Hz. 

Which ONE of the following would be CORRECT regarding 

- the initial conditions of the DG. 

- the effects of the abnormal grid disturbance on the DG. 

A. DG speed is used to adjust kW. 

--"" -
The governor would th.rottle open on the fuel racks to attempt to raise DG ~peed.'-

B. DG speed is used to adjust kW. 
• .'t. .. '" 

The governor would throttle closed on the·fuelracks to attempt to lower DG speed. 

C. DG speed is used adjust kVARS. 

The governor would throttle open on the fuel racks to attempt to raise DG speed. 

D. DG speed is used adjust kVARS. 

The governor would throttle closed on the fuel racks to attempt to lower DG speed. 
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55. 
Given the following: 

- Unit 1 is at 100% power. 

- Air compressor # 4 is tagged out. 

- An LOSP results in de-energization of 2 of the 3 remaining compressors. 

- A slow decrease in air header pressure has occurred. 

- Power has now been restored to the 2 previously de-energized compressors. 

- Instrument Air Header pressure dropped as low as 82 psig. 

- Instrument Air Header pressure is now 97 psig and slowly rising. 

Which ONE of the following is CORRECT regarding the current status of the 
Instrument Air system? 

. A. PV-9375, Service Air Isolation valve is OPEN. 

All 3 available air cOll)pressors are running . 

. B. PV-9375, Service Air Isolation valve is OPEN. 

2 of 3 available air compressors are running. 

C. PV-9375, Service Air Isolation valve is CLOSED. 

All 3 available air compressors are running. 

D. PV-9375, Service Air Isolation valve is CLOSED. 

2 of 3 available air compressors are running. 
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56. 
Given the following: 

- Unit 1 at 25% power, Unit 2 at 100% power. 

- The only two available air compressors on each unit are running (4 total). 

- Air compressor # 4 is aligned to Unit 2. 

Unit 1 has the following indications: 

- SERVICE AIR LO PRESS annunciator lit. 

- QMCB Service Air Pressure meter - 0 psig 

- QMCB Instrument Air Pressure meter - 72 psig and lowering. 

Annunciator window INST AIR EQUIP LO PRESS illuminates several minutes later. 

Which ONE of the following is the CORRECT action the operators should perform in 
response to the annunciator? 

A. Align the swing air compressor from Unit 2 to Unit 1. 

B. Open the cross tie valve to supply Unit 1 air header from Unit 2. 

C. Trip the Unit 1 Turbine and isolate Turbine Building Instrument Air. 

D. Trip the Unit 1 Reactor and enter E-O while taking actions to restore air pressure. 
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57. 
Given the following: 

- The fire alarm computer goes into alarm. 

- The Outside Area Operator reports a fire on RAT "A" 

You note the following on the QPCP. 

- Pressure gauge "Fire Pump CPI - 7918" pressure lowers to 92 psig. then recovers. 

Which ONE of the following is CORRECT regarding how many fire pumps are running 
and WHERE this can be determined? 

A. ONLY the Motor Driven Fire pump is running. 

QPCP and local observation. 

B. ONLY the Motor Driven Fire pump is running. 

-.'::'-.. 
Local observation ONLY: , . .;:;---", 

- -.~- .. 

C. The Motor Driven pump and one Diesel Fire pump are running. 
- -' '. ""~-.-" -' 

QPCP ana local observation. 

D. The Motor Driven pump and one Diesel Fire pump are running. 

Local observation ONLY. 
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58. 
Given the following: 

- The unit is at full power. 

- A small air leak inside Containment is causing a slow rise in Containment pressure. 

- Containment pressure is currently reading 1.9 psig. 

Containment pressure is (a) __ 

To relieve Containment pressure, flow must pass through a restrictive orifice until 
containment pressure is (b) , then the normal flow path may be aligned. 

A. (a) within Technical Specification LCO limits. 

(b) less than +0.3 psig 

B. (a) within Technical Specification LCO limits. 

(b) less than -0.3 psig 
.... .. 

C. (a) in violation of Technical Specification LCO limits. 

(b) less than +0.3 psig· 

D. (a) in violation of Technical Specification LCO limits. 

(b) less than -0.3 psig 
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59. 
Given the following conditions. 

- The OATC has manually actuated Containment Spray using, __ (a), __ on 1 of 2 
QMCB locations. 

- As a result of the manual action, the annunciator window(s) for (b), __ 
should illuminate. 

A. (a) 1 of 2 handswitches 

(b) CNMT SPRAY ACTUATION only 

B. (a) 2 of 2 handswitches 

(b) CNMT SPRAY ACTUATION only 

C. (a) 1 of 2 handswitches 

(b) both CNMT SPRAY ACTUATION and CNMT VENT ISO ACTUATION 

D. (a) 2 of 2 handswitches 

. (b) bothCNMT SPRAYj\CTUATIONand CNMT VENT ISO ACTUATION 
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60. 
Given the following: 

- Control Room is being evacuated due to a fire. 

The OATC (RO) should report to Remote Shutdown Panel, ___ _ 

In accordance with 18038-1/2, "Operation From Remote Shutdown Panels" the 
preferred method of communications to co-ordinate in plant activities with personnel 
outside the control room is via, ____ _ 

A. "A", sound powered phones plugged into dedicated channels (red jacks). 

B. 118 11 
I bridge network phone extension # 3145 using codes # 123 or # 234. 

C. "A", bridge network phone extension # 3145 using codes # 123 or # 234. 

D. "8 11 
, sound powered phones plugged into dedicated channels (red jacks). 
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61. 
You are performing a lineup verification for valves in various positions: 

Which ONE of the following is CORRECT performance of the lineup verification in 
accordance with NMP-OS-002, "Verification Policy"? 

A. A valve is required to be closed. 

Turn valve slightly in the open direction, using reasonable force, reclose the valve. 

B. A valve is required to be throttled 2 turns open. 

Turn valve in closed direction, count turns to ensure correct, re-open valve 2 turns. 

c. A valve is found not in the required lineup position. 

Align valve in the required position, notify the SS once the valve is properly aligned. 

D. A valve position cannot be determined by local observation. 

Leave valve as is, use remote handswitch light indications to verify valve position. 
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62. 
Given the following: 

- Control Room has been evacuated. 

- An LOSP has occurred. 

- The crew is preparing to close a DG1 A output breaker (1 AA02-19). 

Which ONE of the following is CORRECT regarding where and how the DG output 
breaker is closed? 

A. At Remote Shutdown Panel A. 

Take local control of the DG output breaker, then close the breaker handswitch. 

B. On the front of DG1A Generator panel: 

Take the handswitch located on the front of DG1A Generator panel to close. 

C. At the 4160V 1 E SWitchgear local control panel (1AA02-00). 

Take local control of the DG'output breaker, then close the breaker handswitch. 

D. On the front of the DG output breaker at 4160V 1 E Switchgear 1AA02. 

Take the handswitch located on the front of the DG output breaker to close. 
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63. 
Which one of the following describes the meaning of an OPERATING PERMIT TAG 
hanging on a component as described in NMP-AD-003, Equipment Clearance and 
Tagging? 

A. • The component position can NOT be changed until the tag is cleared. 

• The component is under the control of a Tagout Holder. 

B. • The component position can NOT be changed until the tag is cleared. 

• The component has been designated as an isolation boundary for personnel 
safety. 

C .• The component position can ONLY be changed with permission of the Tagout 
Holder. 

• The component is under the control of a Tagout Holder. 

D .• The component position can ONLY be changed with permission of the Tagout 
Holder. 

• The component has been designated as an isolation boundary for personnel 
safety .. 
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64. 
Given the following: 

- Reactor power is 30% 
- A reactor shutdown is in progress 
- A high failure of IR NIS channel N-36 occurs 

Which ONE of the following is CORRECT regarding the effects of this failure as reactor 
shutdown progresses? 

Power < P-10 Power < P- 6 

A. Reactor trip occurs SR High flux trip automatically unblocks 

B. Reactor trip occurs SR High flux trip must be manually unblocked 

C. Reactor does NOT trip SR High flux trip automatically unblocks 

D. Reactor does NOT trip SR High flux trip must be manually unblocked 
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65. 
Given the following: 

- Waste Monitor Tank (WMT) # 9 release is in progress. 

- The control room HIGH RADIATION annunciator illuminates. 

- 1-RE-0018, Liquid Waste Effluent radiation monitor, has failed high. 

- WMT 9 discharge flow transmitter, FT-1085A, indicates 35 gpm. 

Per ARP 17213-1 for the PLPP annunciator window for WATER DISCH LINE HI RAD, 
the Auxiliary Building SO should ... 

A. fail air to RV-0018. 

OR 

close manual discharge valves to the environment. 

B. fail air to RV-0018. 

OR 

using the local manual handwheel, close RV-0018. 

C. close RV-0018 locally on the PLPP. 

OR 

close manual discharge valves to the environment. 

D. close RV-0018 locally on the PLPP. 

OR 

using the local manual handwheel, close RV-0018. 
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66. 
Given the following: 

- The unit is at 100% power. 

- A containment entry is to be performed per 00303-C, "Containment Entry" for an 
RCS leak inspection. 

The area inside the bioshield should be posted as a (a) __ 

Entry into __ (b) __ is prohibited. 

A. (a) Very High Radiation Area (Grave Danger) 

(b) the Preaccess Filter Unit area (260 ft elevation). 

B. (a) High Radiation Area 

(b) the Preaccess Filter Unit area (260 ft elevation). 

C. (a) Very High Radiation Area (Grave Danger) 

(b) The elevator. 

D. (a) High Radiation Area 

(b) The elevator. 
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67. 
Given the following: 

- IPC computer is unavailable, CSFST monitoring must be performed manually. 
- You are assigned 19200-C, "Critical Safety Function Status Tree" monitoring and 

are making your first pass through the CSFSTs. 

Critical Safety Function Status Trees indicate the following: 

- Subcriticality 
- Core Cooling 
- Heat Sink 
- Integrity 
- Containment 
- Inventory 

GREEN 
ORANGE 
Not performed yet 
Not performed yet 
Not performed yet 
Not performed yet 

Which ONE of the following describes the: 

(a) proper performance of CSFST monitoring on the first pass through. 
(b) your responsibilities for CSFST monitoring in accordance with 19200-C and 

A. (a) Immediately tell the SS to transition to Core Cooling, then continue the first pass 
·"th~ol.1gh the status trees. 

(b) Continuous monitoring is required. 

B. (a) Complete the first pass through the status trees, then inform the SS to transition 
to the highest priority FRP. 

(b) Continuous monitoring is required. 

C. (a) Immediately tell the SS to transition to Core Cooling, then continue the first pass 
through the status trees. 

(b) Monitor every 10 to 15 minutes unless a change in status occurs. 

D. (a) Complete the first pass through the status trees, then inform the SS to transition 
to the highest priority FRP. 

(b) Monitor every 10 to 15 minutes unless a change in status occurs. 
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68. 
Given the following: 

- Control Room has been evacuated due to a fire. 

- AOP-18038-1, "Operation From Remote Shutdown Panels" is in effect. 

- The operators have just aligned components per Attachment I, "Control Switch 
Required Positions". 

Attachment I is performed at __ (a), __ in order to align __ (b) __ , 

A. (a) both Remote Shutdown Panels 

(b) Fire event qualified equipment to prevent spurious actuations. 

8. (a) both Remote Shutdown Panels 

(b) switches with maintained contacts to prevent changing status on transfer. 

C. (a) Remote Sbutdown Panel "8" only 

_.' (b) Fire event qualified !'Jquipment to prevent spurious actuations. 

D. (a) Remote Shutdown Panel "8" only 

(b) switches with maintained contacts to prevent changing status on transfer. 
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69. 
The Emergency Director (ED) has directed you to perform an ENN roll call in 
accordance with 91002-C, "Emergency Notifications", checklist 4 "Directions for ENN 
Communicators". 

- Burke County and State of Georgia have failed to respond to the initial roll call. 

Which ONE of the following is the CORRECT actions to perform? 

A. Transmit the notification message to the agencies that responded, inform the ED 
that two agencies couldn't be notified. 

Southern Linc would be the next priority to establish communications. 

B. Transmit the notification message to the agencies that responded, inform the ED 
that two agencies couldn't be notified. 

The Back-up ENN Bridge would be next priority to establish communications. 

C. Promptly notify the ED of the agencies that failed to respond to the initial roll call. 

Southern Linc would be the next priority to establi~h communications. 

D. Promptly notify the ED of the agencies that failed to respond to the initial roll call. 

The Back-up ENN Bridge would be next priority to establish communications. 
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70. 
Given the following plant conditions: 

- The Reactor has tripped and Safety Injection has actuated. 

- 19012-C, "Post LOCA Cooldown and Depressurization" is in progress. 

- The crew is performing an RCS cooldown in accordance with the procedure. 

The following is a plot of the cooldown: 

Time RCS Tcold Time RCS Tcold 

1400 5490F 1545 4270 F 
1415 532°F 1600 397°F 
1430 522°F 1615 3840 F 
1445 507°F 1630 366°F 
1500 5000 F 1645 3420 F 
1515 4800 F 1700 312°F 
1530 4490F 1715 2820 F 

Which ONE of the following is CORRECT regarding the Tech Spec cooldown limits? 

A. The crew is in compliance with Tech Spec cooldown limits. 

B. The Tech Spec cooldown limits were first exceeded at 1530. 

C. The Tech Spec cooldown limits were first exceeded at 1600. 

D. The Tech Spec cool down limits were first exceeded at 1715. 
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71. 
Which ONE of the following are components / parameters for a potential source of 
RCS leakage that are specifically checked for in 19112-C, "LOCA Outside 
Containment" and the main concern if this flow path is not isolable? 

A. Safety Injection pump Cold Leg injection valves and RHUT level. 

Loss of emergency coolant recirculation due to rupture of low pressure piping. 

B. Safety Injection pump Cold Leg injection valves and RHUT level. 

Unmonitored radioactive release to environment via the Auxiliary Building HVAC. 

C. RHR pump Cold Leg injection valves and Reactor Coolant System pressure. 

Loss of emergency coolant recirculation due to rupture of low pressure piping. 

D. RHR pump Cold Leg injection valves and Reactor Coolant System pressure. 

Unmonitored radioactive release to environment via the Auxiliary Building HVAC . 

..... 
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72. 
RCS Feed and Bleed has been initiated in accordance with 19231-C, "Response to 
Loss of Secondary Heat Sink". 

- All SG WR levels are 8% and lowering. 

- "HI CNMT PRESS SI RX TRIP ADVERSE CNMT" alarm is lit. 

- Core Exit TC temperatures are rising rapidly. 

- Condensate Pump # 1 is running. 

The CORRECT strategy the crew should use to re-establish feed to ... 

A. all SG's and feed at 30 -100 gpm until WR level is> 31 %. 

B. a selected SG and feed at 30 -100 gpm until NR level is> 32%. 

C. all SG's and feed with no flow restrictions until WR level is > 31 %. 

D. a selected SG and feed with no flow restrictions unHi NR level is > 32%. 
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73. 
Initial conditions: 

- Core Cooling CSFST is ORANGE. 

- 19222-C, "FRP-C.2 Degraded Core Cooling" has been implemented. 

- Steam Generator depressurization to 200 psig per 19222-C is in progress. 

Current conditions: 

- RCS Integrity CSFST RED status has been validated. 

- The CSFST status tree path points to 19241-C, "Response to Imminent Pressurized 
Thermal Shock (PTS). 

- The SS continues with the actions of 19222-C. 

Which ONE of the following is CORRECT regarding the SS decision during 
performance of this procedure? 

A. The RED condition on Integrity is expected due to the SI accumulators injecting 
causing rapid lowering of cold leg temperatures, the SS should complete 19222-C. 

B. Transitions from FRPs cannot be made until completed or procedurally directed. 

C. Transitions to other procedures is prohibited until ECCS termination criteria is met. 

D. The RED condition on Integrity is expected due to the SI accumulators injecting, 
causing a rapid rise in RCS pressure, the SS should complete 19222-C. 
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74. 
Given the following: 

- 19241-C, "Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS)", is in effect. 

- An RCS temperature instrument failure occurs. 

- The OATC places both trains of COPS to the ARM position without noticing the 
instrument failure. 

- PORV-455 opens. 

The temperature instrument which failed is a ... 

A. NR Thot 

B. WR Thot 

C. NR Tcold 

D. WRTcoid 
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75. 
Given the following: 

- Reactor trip with LOSP in progress. 

- The SS has directed the crew to perform a natural circulation cooldown using one of 
the two following procedures. 

- 19002-C, "Natural Circulation Cooldown" 

OR 

- 19003-C, "Natural Circulation Cooldown With Void In Vessel (With RVLlS)" 

Which ONE of the following is CORRECT regarding cooldown rate, the procedure to 
utilize, and why? 

A. If a cooldown rate of 500 F per hour is preferred, use 19002-C. 

A lower cool down rate will help prevent reactor vessel head void formation. 

8.. If a cooldown rate of 500 F per hour is preferred, use 19003-C. 

A lower cobldown rate will help prevent reactor vessel head void formation. 

C. If a cooldown rate of 1000 F per hour is preferred, use 19002-C. 

A higher cooldown rate will help prevent reactor vessel head void formation. 

D. If a cool down rate of 1000 F per hour is preferred, use 19003-C. 

A higher cooldown rate will help prevent reactor vessel head void formation. 
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76. 
Initial conditions: 

- Unit is at 100% power 
- All systems are in automatic 
- CVCS Letdown is 120 gpm 
- The NCP is in service 

Current conditions: 

- PRZR level is lowering 
- FI-0121, charging line flow, is fluctuating 
- NCP discharge pressure is low and fluctuating 
- VCT level is rising 

- The following annunciator is illuminated: 

CHARGING LINE HIILO FLOW 

Which ONE of the following is the CORRECT procedure to implement and strategy to 
mitigate the plant conditions? 

A. Enter AOP 18004-C Section A for RCS Leakage in Mode 1. 

Raise charging flow using FIC-0121, isolate letdown and start a CCP if necessary. 

B. Enter AOP 18007 -C Section B for loss of charging flow. 

Isolate letdown, stop the NCP, vent charging pump suctions prior to restarting. 

C. Enter AOP 18004-C Section A for RCS Leakage in Mode 1. 

Raise charging flow using FIC-0121, reduce letdown flow to 75 gpm as necessary. 

D. Enter AOP 18007-C Section B for loss of charging flow. 

Isolate letdown, raise charging flow using FIC-0121, swap to a CCP if necessary. 
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77. 
Given the following conditions: 

- The unit is shutdown with Tave at 557 degrees F 
- PV-8000A block valve is shut due to excessive seat leakage on PORV- 455 
- The breaker for block valve PV-8000B (PORV- 456) has just tripped open 
- A risk assessment has NOT been performed for the PV-8000B failure 

Which one of the following correctly describes allowable technical specification actions 
and the bases for those actions? 

A. Separate condition entry IS allowed for each PORV. Reactor startup may proceed. 
Bases require ONE PORV and its associated block valve to be capable of manual 
operation. 

B. Separate condition entry is NOT allowed for each PORV. Reactor startup may 
NOT proceed. Bases require BOTH PORVs and their associated block valves to 
be capable of manual operation. 

c. Separate condition entry IS allowed for each PORV. Reactor startup may NOT 
proceed. Bases require BOTH PORVs and their associated block valves to be 
capable of manual operation. 

D. Separate condition entry is NOT allowed for each PORV. Reactor startup may 
. proceed. Basesrequire ONE PORV and its associated block valve to be capable of 
manual operation: . . 
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78. 
Given the following conditions with the unit at 100% power: 

- PRZR pressure channel PT-455 has failed LOW 

- NR cold leg temperature instrument for RCS loop 2 has failed LOW causing the 
Loop 2 Delta T indication to go off scale high 

- All associated TSLB bistables for each failure are lit 

- The unit continues to operate at full power 

Which one of the following describes the current plant condition and required technical 
specification entries? 

- 3.0.3 
- 3.3.1 RPS 
- 3.3.2 ESFAS 
- 3.3.3 PAMS 
- 3.3.4 Remote SID 

A. An ATWT is in progress. 

' ...... LCOs<HJ·3; 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 . 
. -. ". - . . 

" 

B. An ATWT is-NOT in progress. 

LCOs 3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 3.3.4. 

C. An ATWT is in progress. 

LCOs 3.0.3, 3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 3.3.3. 

D. An ATWT is NOT in progress. 

LCOs 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.3 and 3.3.4. 
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79. 
DG-1A is running with its output breaker open and the unit at full power when the 
following indications are received: 

- Train A MSIV's red & green lights extinguish 
- RTA red & green lights extinguish 
- RCP #1 1 E breaker red & green lights extinguish 
- Channel I TSLB bistable lights illuminate 

Which of the following is the correct... 

a) procedure(s) to enter based on the above conditions, and 
b) corrective actions to take? 

A. a) Enter 19000-C, E-O Reactor Trip or Safety Injection and 18034-1, Loss of Class 
1 E 125 VDC Power. 

b) Stop DG-1A using the Pull-To-Run/Push-To-Stop control, isolate the letdown 
reliefflowpath, energize 1AY1A and 1 AY2A from their regulated transformers, 
control Tave using SG ARVs 2 & 3. 

B. a) Enter, 18034-1, Loss of Class 1 E 125 VDC Power, only. 

b) Emergency trip DG-1A from the enginecohtrol panel, isolate the letdown relief 
flowpath, energize1AY1A and 1 AY2A from their regulated transformers, control 
Tave using SG ARVs2 &3. 

C. a) Enter 19000-C, E-O Reactor Trip or Safety Injection and 18032-1, Loss of 120V 
AC Instrument Power. 

b) Emergency trip DG-1A from the control room, isolate the letdown relief flowpath, 
energize 1AY1A and 1 AY2A from their regulated transformers, control Tave 
using the steam dumps. 

D. a) Enter 18032-1, Loss of 120V AC Instrument Power, only. 

b) Stop DG-1A using the Pull-To-Run/Push-To-Stop control, isolate the letdown 
relief flowpath, energize 1 A Y1 A and 1 A Y2A from their regulated transformers, 
control Tave using SG ARVs 2 & 3. 
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80. Given the following conditions at 38% power: 

- ACCW pump 2 is in service 
- CCW pumps 2 & 4 are in service 
- NSCW Pump 5 is danger tagged 

Train A NSCW indications: Train B NSCW indications: 

- Supply header pressure 45 psig 
- Supply header flow 8,000 gpm 
- Return header flow 8,000 gpm 

- Supply header pressure 58 psig 
- Supply header flow 25,000 gpm 
- Return header flow 10,000 gpm 

Which of the following choices contains the correct procedural entry and actions? 

A. Enter AOP 18021-C, Loss of NSCW, due to loss of both NSCW Trains. 

Place all NSCW pumps in PTL, trip the reactor and initiate EOP 19000-C. Trip the 
RCPs and isolate CVCS letdown. 

B. Enter AOP 18021-C, Loss of NSCW, due to leakage on Train A NSCW. 

Place all Train A NSCW pumps in PTL, trip the reactor and initiate EOP 19000-C. 
Trip the RCPs· ari·d isolate CVCS letdown if cooling not restored in 10 minutes . 

. ... C. Enter AOP 18021-C, Loss of NSCW, due to leakage on Train B NSCW. 

Place all Train B NSCW pumps in PTL. Shift to Train A CCW pumps. Start ACCW 
pump #1 and remain in 18021-C. 

D. Enter AOP 18021-C, Loss of NSCW, due to loss of both NSCW Trains. 

Place NSCW Train B in single pump operation and all Train A NSCW pumps in 
PTL. Trip RCPs if seal temperatures exceed 230 F and remain in 18021-C. 
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81. Initial Conditions: 

- A large LOCA has occurred 
- Neither train of RHR could be aligned for cold leg recirculation 
- EOP 19111-C, Loss of Emergency Coolant Recirculation, has been implemented 

Current Conditions: 

- RWST level is now 7% and lowering 
- Integrity CSF Status Tree is Orange 

Which one of the following describes the correct actions to be taken based on the 
above conditions? 

A. Stop all pumps taking suction from the RWST; 

Do NOT go to 19241-C, Response to Imminent Pressurized Thermal Shock, 
because the actions in 19111-C take priority over the Function Restoration 
Procedures (FRP's). 

B. Reduce ECCS flow from the RWST to ONE (1) train running; ".. . . 

Do NOT go to 19241-C, Response to Imminent Pressurized Thermal Shock, 
because the actions in 19111-C take priority over the Function Restoration 
Procedures (FRP's). 

C. Stop all pumps taking suction from the RWST; 

Go to 19241-C, FR-P.1 Response to Imminent Pressurized Thermal Shock. 

D. Reduce ECCS flow from the RWST to ONE (1) train running; 

Go to 19241-C, FR-P.1 Response to Imminent Pressurized Thermal Shock. 
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82. 
Initial conditions: 

- Unit at 100% power for last 10 weeks 
- All rods out at 228 steps 

Current conditions: 

- Rod at bottom alarm is alarming 
- Control Bank 0 rod H-8 rod bottom LED lit 
- Tave is lowering 
- QPTR & AFD remain within limits 

Which of the following choices identifies the correct procedure entry and actions to 
take? 

A. Enter AOP 18003-C, Section A, Dropped Rods in Mode 1. 

Do not exceed 75% thermal power during rod recovery, rod pulls are limited to 3 
step increments. Reset the Bank Overlap Unit to restore the RIL alarm to operable 
status. 

B. Enter AOP 18003-C, Section C, Misaligned Rods in Mode 1. 

Do not exceed 65% thermal power during rod recovery, rod pulls are limited to 3 
step increments. Reset the Bank Overlap Unit to restore the RIL alarm to operable 
status. 

C. Enter AOP 18003-C, Section A, Dropped Rods in Mode 1. 

Do not exceed 75% thermal power during rod recovery, the 3 step rod pull limit may 
be suspended for this condition. Reset the PIA converter to restore the RIL alarm 
to operable status. 

D. Enter AOP 18003-C, Section C, Misaligned Rods in Mode 1. 

Do not exceed 65% thermal power during rod recovery, the 3 step rod pull limit may 
be suspended for this condition. Reset the PIA converter to restore the RIL alarm 
to operable status. 
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83. 
Initial conditions: 

- Reactor power is currently 8% 
-Tave is on program for 8% power 
- PRZR LO LEVEL DEVIATION is alarming 
- The SS enters AOP 18001-C, section D, Failure of PRZR Level Instrumentation 

Which of the following contains the correct diagnosis and corrective actions for the 
indications given? 

A. The controlling PRZR level channel has failed high. 

Adjust charging to prevent letdown from flashing or isolate letdown. 
Apply LCO 3.3.1 RTS Instrumentation actions for the failed channel. 

B. The controlling PRZR level channel has failed low. 

Adjust charging to prevent letdown from flashing or isolate letdown. 
Apply LCO 3.3.1 RTS Instrumentation actions for the failed channel. 

C. The controlling PRZR level channel has failed high. 

Maintain charging flow.approxiametely 10 gpm greater than total seal injection flow. 
Write an INFO LCO 3.3.1 RTS Instrumentation for the failed channel. 

D. The controlling PRZR level channel has failed low. 

Maintain charging flow approximately 10 gpm greater than total seal injection flow. 
Write an INFO LCO 3.3.1 RTS Instrumentation for the failed channel. 
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84. 
Following an RCS LOCA, the following conditions exist: 

- CNMT pressure is 29 psig. 
- CNMT Spray pump A is tagged out. 
- 2 Train A Containment coolers are tagged out. 
- CNMT Spray pump B is running. 
- An Alert Emergency has been declared due to the Loss of RCS Barrier. 

Suddenly: 

- 1 BA03 normal incoming breaker trips open. 
- DG1B trips on overspeed. 

REFERENCE PROVIDED 

Which one of the following choices decribes the correct procedures to be implemented 
and impact on emergency calssification? 

A. FRP 19251-C "Response to High Containment Pressure" and AOP 18031-C "Loss 
of Class 1 E Electrical Systems" may be performed in parallel. 

An EAL classification upgrade is required . 

.... >~h-
B. FRP 19251-C"Response to High Containment Pressure" and AOP 18031-C "Loss 

of Class 1 E Electrical Systems" may be performed in parallel. 

An EAL classification upgrade is NOT required. 

C. FRP 19251-C "Response to High Containment Pressure" and AOP 18031-C "Loss 
of Class 1 E Electrical Systems" may NOT be performed in parallel. 

An EAL classification upgrade is required. 

D. FRP 19251-C "Response to High Containment Pressure" and AOP 18031-C "Loss 
of Class 1 E Electrical Systems" may NOT be performed in parallel. 

An EAL classification upgrade is NOT required. 
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85. 
Given: 

- The crew is performing 19010-C, "Loss of Reactor or Secondary Coolant" due to a 
Reactor Coolant System LOCA 

- The crew is at the step to determine if a transition to a subsequent recovery 
procedure is required. 

Plant conditions: 

- RCS pressure is 410 psig and stable 

- RHR flow is reading 0 gpm on both trains 

- RWST level is 38% and lowering slowly 

- PRZR level is offscale low 

Which ONE of the following would be the CORRECT procedure(s) to perform based on 
the given conditions? 

A. Go to 19012-C, "ES-1.2 Post-LOCA Cooldown and Depressurization". 
A transition to 19111-C, "ECA-1.1 Loss of Emergency Coolant Recirculation" will be 
required. 

B. Go to 19013-C, "ES-1.3 Transfer to Cold Leg Recirculation". When 19013-C is 
completed, transition back to 1901 O-C. 

C. Go to 19012-C. Remain in 19012-C until the RCS cooldown is completed. 

D. Go to 19013-C. A transition to 19111-C from 19013-C will be required. 
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86. 
Given the following CCW conditions with RCS temperature of 349 F: 

Train A: 

- CCW pumps 1 & 3 are running 
- A loss power to 1AA02 occurs 
- CCW pump 1 trips during the UV sequence 
- CCW pump 5 had to be manually started 

Train B: 

- CCW pump 2 is running with 4 & 6 in PTL 
- CCW flow to the SFP HX is isolated 
- CCW system pressure is 70 psig 

Which of the following choices correctly desribes the condition of the CCW system and 
appropriate technical specification actions to take (if any)? 

A. Only CCW train A was inoperable during the time only pump 3 was running. 

LCO 3.7.7, Component Cooling Water System, was not met until the standby CCW 
pump was manually started. 

B. Both CCW trains are inoperable. 

Apply LCO 3.0.3 until RHR HX pressure is adjusted to > 85 psig on train B. Then 
apply LCO 3.7.7, Component Cooling Water System, for CCW train A. 

C. Both CCW trains are inoperable. 

Apply LCO 3.0.3 and restore CCW train B to 2 pump operation. Then apply LCO 
3.7.7, Component Cooling Water System, for CCW train A. 

D. Both CCW trains are operable. 

No technical specification actions are required for the CCW system. 
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87. 
Given the following: 

- SGTR on SG #1 
- RCP's were tripped based on EOP 19000-C foldout page requirements 
- Crew has transitioned to EOP 19031-C, ES-3.1 Post-SGTR Cooldown Using Backfill 
- Crew is contemplating starting an RCP 

Which of the following is the correct action to take and why? 

A. Start RCP 4. 

This RCP aids in mixing contents of the stagnant loop while minimizing a challenge 
to core reactivity requirements. 

B. Start RCP 1. 

This RCP aids in mixing contents of the stagnant loop while minimizing a challenge 
to reactor vessel integrity requirements. 

'C, Do not start an RCP, 

Inadvertent criticality may occur if an RCP is sta'rted following a natural circulation 
cooldown. 

D. Do not start an RCP, 

RCP seals may be damaged due to attack from secondary chemicals due to the 
backfill cooldown. 
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88. 
Given the following: 

- Unit is in mode 1 at 8% power 
- 1 BY2B and 1 DY1 B de-energize due to bus faults 

The correct actions to take for this situation are: 

A. Enter AOP 18032-1, Loss of 120V AC Instrument Power. 

Enter LCO 3.8.9 Distribution Systems - Operating. 
BOTH 1 BY2B and 1 DY1 B must be re-energized within 2 hours, otherwise the unit 
needs to be shutdown. 

B. Complete EOP 19000-C, Reactor Trip or Safety Injection, 
then go to AOP 18032-1, Loss of 120V AC Instrument Power. 

Enter LCO 3.8.9 Distribution Systems - Operating. 
EITHER 1 BY2B or 1 DY1 B must be re-energized within the next 2 hours from its 
associated inverter. 

C, Enter EOP 19000-C, Reactor Trip or Safety Injection and AOP 18032-1, Loss of 
120V AC Instrument Power, concurrently, 

Enter LCO 3.0.3 for this condition dUEl to a loss of safety a function. 
EITHER 18Y28 or 1 DY1 B must be re-energized within the next 2 hours from its 
associated inverter. 

D, Enter AOP 18032-1, Loss of 120V AC Instrument Power 

Enter LCO 3.0.3 for this condition due to a loss of a safety function. 
80TH 18Y28 and 1 DY18 must be re-energized within 2 hours, otherwise the unit 
needs to be shutdown. 
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89. 

Loop 1 SG NR level channels L T-517 (red bezel) and L T-518 (red bezel) have failed 
low with the unit in mode 3. All other instrumentation is operable. 

Determine the required technical specification actions for these failures. 

REFERENCE PROVIDED 

A. repair one channel within 7 days, repair the second channel within 30 days. 

B. repair both channels within 30 days. 

c. repair one channel within 7 days. 

D. repair one channel within 30 days. 
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90. Initial conditions: 

- Unit 1 is at 57% power 
- All systems are in their normal alignment for this power level 

Current conditions: 

- 1 CD1 M de-energizes due to a bus fault 
- HS-5106 TDAFW Pump Steam Admission Valve indicating lights are dark 
- The SS is implementing LCO 3.7.5 for the AFW system. 

Which of the following is the correct LCO 3.7.5 condition to enter and the status of the 
TDAFW Pump governor valve? 

A. condition B to declare the TDAFW TRAIN inoperable. 

TDAFW Pump governor valve is shut. 

B. condition A to declare one TDAFW Pump STEAM SUPPLY inoperable. 

TDAFW Pump governor valve is open. 

'-', --
·C .. condition B to declare the TDAFW TRAIN inoperable. 

TDAFWPunip governor valve is open. 

D. condition A to declare one TDAFW Pump STEAM SUPPLY inoperable. 

TDAFW Pump governor valve is shut. 
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91. Given the following conditions: 

- Low main condenser vacuum exists 
- AOP 18013-C, "Rapid Power Reduction" is in progress 
- Reactor power has been reduced from 100% to 70% in 10 minutes' 
- Boration is in progress 
- RCS Tave is 5 F below Tref 
- The OATC has requested permission to withdraw rods 3 steps to raise Tave 

Based on these conditions the SS should ... 

A. not approve the rod withdrawal, direct the UO to lower turbine load to match Tave to 
Tref. 

Notify chemistry to sample the Reactor Coolant System to verify DOSE 
EQUIVALENT 1-131 within technical specification limits. 

B. approve the rod withdrawal to restore Tave to Tref. 

Notify chemistry to sample the Reactor Coolant System to verify gross activity within 
technical specification limits. 

C. not approve the rod withdrawal, direct the UO to lower turbine load to match Tave to 
Tref. 

Notify chemistry to_sample the Reactor Coolant System to verify gross activity within 
technical specification limits. 

D. approve the rod withdrawal to restore Tave to Tref. 

Notify chemistry to sample the Reactor Coolant System to verify DOSE 
EQUIVALENT 1-131 within technical specification limits. 
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92. 
Given the following conditions: 

- WMT 9 release is in progress 
- SS discovers the steps for recirculating WMT 9 in SOP 13216-1, "Liquid Waste 

Release" were marked N/A 

What are the impacts and what actions are necessary to correct the consequences of 
this error? 

A. The release permit values are inaccurate. This could result in radioactive nuclides 
being released to UNRESTRICTED areas greater than license limits. 

The release should be stopped, the tank needs to be recirculated for approximately 
1 hour prior to sampling. 

B. The activity level of the WMT contents are not at the lowest possible level. This 
could result in release of radioactive nuclides> ALARA to UNRESTRICTED areas. 

The release may continue. The reason for the N/A steps should be annotated on 
the release permit. 

. C. The activity level of the WMT contents are not at the lowest possible level. This 
could result in radioactive nuclides being released to UNRESTRICTED areas 
greater than license lim its. 

The release may continue. The flowrate must be reduced to the minimum 
obtainable flow possible. 

D. The release permit values are inaccurate. This could result in radioactive nuclides 
being released to UNRESTRICTED areas greater than license limits. 

The release should be stopped. The values used in the release permit need to be 
recalculated using two independent methods prior to restarting the release. 
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93. 

A release of Waste Gas Decay Tank # 1 is in progress when the relief valve on 
Shutdown Decay Tank # 9 fails open causing pressure in Shutdown Decay Tank #9 to 
rapidly lower. 

Which ONE of the following is the CORRECT action to take per 00152-C, "Federal and 
State Reporting Requirements"? 

REFERENCE PROVIDED 

A. Notify the NRC of the relief valve failure causing an unplanned and monitored 
release. 

B. Notify the NRC of the relief valve failure causing an unplanned and unmonitored 
release. 

C. Notify the NRC if ARE-0014 exceeds the release permit values, otherwise NRC 
notification is not required. 

D. Notify the NRC if RE-12442C exceeds the release permit values, otherwise NRC 
notification is not required. 
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94. 
Initial conditions: 

- The need to generate a new standing order has been identified 
- The standing order will provide temporary instructions not covered by a plant 

procedure. 

Which of the following choices is correct concerning review and approval of this new 
standing order? 

A. The duration of the standing order will be limited to 14 days. 

The Shift Manager will review and approve. A 1 OCFR 50.59 screening is not 
required. 

B. The standing order will not have a termination date. 

The Unit Superintendent will review and approve. A 10CFR 50.59 screening is 
required. 

C. The duration of the standing order will be limited to 14 days. 

The Unit Superintendent will review and approve. A 1 OCFR 50.59 screening is not 
required. 

D. The standing order will not have a termination date. 

The Shift Supervisor will review and approve. A 1 OCFR 50.59 screening is required. 
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95. 
During a review of the surveillance schedules it is discovered that a 31 day surveillance 
for a particular component was last performed 42 days ago. Within 24 hours of this 
discovery, the surveillance was performed . 

• The surveillance failed because it did not meet surveillance criteria . 
• Two hours later, a valve was adjusted and retesting provided satisfactory 

results. 

Which one of the following is correct for this condition? 

The component was INOPERABLE _______ until satisfactory retesting was 
completed. 

A. for the last 42 days 

B. from the time the grace period expired 

c. from the time of the failed surveillance 

D. from the time of identifying the surveillance NOT performed 
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96. 
The following equipment is inoperable at 100% power: 

- Boric Acid Transfer Pump #1 
- CCP-A 
- RCP Common Thermal Barrier Isolation Valve, HV-2041 
- TDAFWP 

A Loss Of Safety Function (LOS F) evaluation is required for the (a) 
is (b) 

because it 

A. a. TDAFWP 

b. a Technical Specification (TS) required support component for AMSAC 

B. a. BATP#1 

b. a Technical Requirement (TR) supported component for the BAST 

C. a. CCP-A 

b. a Technical Specification (TS) required component supported by DG- A 

D. a. RCP Thermal Barrier Isolation Valve 

b. one of four Technical Requirement (TR) valves that support RCP operation. 
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97. 
Initial conditions: 

- An emergency has been declared 
- CNMT pressure is 14 psig and is slowly lowering 
- The only available CNMT Spray pump motor has high temperature alarms 
- The crew suspects inadequate venting of the motor cooler 
- An operator has been selected to vent the motor cooler 
- The operator has received 1000 mrem TEDE, but has received NO dose during this 

even!. 

Per 91301-C, " Emergency Exposure Guidelines" what is the maximum dose the 
operator can receive to protect this equipment? 

A. 9 Rem 

B. 10 Rem 

C. 24 Rem 

D. 25 Rem 
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98. 
Initial conditions: 

- Unit tripped from full power due to an RCS LOCA 
- CNMT radiation monitors RE-005 & RE-006 indicate 8.1 E+6 mr/hr 

Determine the appropriate emergency classification based only on the conditions listed 
above. 

REFERENCE PROVIDED 

A. General 

B. Site Area 

C. Alert 

D. Unusual Event 
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99. Given the following conditions: 

- A loss of All AC power has occurred. 

- Intact SGs are being depressurized to 300 psig per 19100-C, Loss of All AC Power. 

- PRZR level has rapidly increased from 0% to 55% 

Which ONE of the following is the CORRECT action to take in this situation and the 
reason for the action? 

A. SG depressurization should continue. 

This is the desired response in order to refill the PRZR and regain control of RCS 
pressure once the PRZR heaters are covered with water. 

B. SG depressurization should be stopped. 

This is to prevent loss of RCS subcooling and loss of core heat removal. 

C. SG depressurization should continue. 

This is an expected response to the SG depressurization as a result of upper head 
voiding in the reacto'r vessel. .. '; • "0-

D. SG depressurization should be stopped when PRZR level ~ 75%. 

This is to prevent going water solid in the PRZR and ensure that a PRZR steam 
bubble is available to help control RCS pressure. 
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100. 
Initial conditions: 

- The unit tripped from 100% power 
- Loss of all off-site power occurred 
- 80th EDG's are powering their respective loads 

Current conditions: 

- RCS pressure 2235 psig and stable 

- RCS loop hot leg temperatures 602°F and stable 

- RCS loop cold leg temperatures 560°F and stable 
- Core exit TCs are 610°F and stable 
- SG pressures are 1120 psig and stable 

Which one of the following choices is correct regarding: 

a. The status of natural circulation? 

b. Procedure used to establish or maintain heat removal? 

A. Natural circulation is established. 

Verify that natural circulation exists iri accordance with Attachment 8 of 19000-C, 
Reactor Trip or Safety Injection. 

B. Natural circulation is not established. 

Establish natural circulation in accordance with Attachment 8 of 19000-C, Reactor 
Trip or Safety Injection. 

C. Natural circulation is established. 

Verify that natural circulation exists in accordance with Attachment 8 of 19001-C, 
Reactor Trip Response. 

D. Natural circulation is not established. 

Establish natural circulation in accordance with Attachment 8 of 19001-C, Reactor 
Trip Response. 
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